
Legal Translation

Take your business to the next level of customer communication by teaming up with IN & OUT
Translation and Course Center services. Since 2001 our tradition of providing our clients with
punctual, high quality and cost effective translation services continues to expand everyday. We
offer expertise in all global languages and provide the most qualified translation professionals
and multi linguistic services available. Make IN & OUT TCC your choice for all of your
international language needs while taking free and full advantage of the opportunities we offer
you and your company. IN & Out TCC offers certified, legal translation services in all
commercial languages. Translated documents are guaranteed to be accepted for legal
purposes.  We guarantee highest quality, low cost translation services.

  

Legal Professional Translation Service

    
    -  Birth-/Death Certificates,  
    -  Marriage Certificate,  
    -  Divorce Documents,  
    -  Diplomas, Transcripts,  
    -  Academic Degrees,  
    -  Contracts / Agreements,  
    -  User/Office Manuals,  
    -  Judgements, Summons, Pleadings,  
    -  Corporate Websites / Newsletters  
    -  Multilingual Coprorate Documents  

  

IN & OUT TCC provides certified translation services backed by one of the world's most
respected translation companies. And you can receive your translation FAST!

  

Our professional translators are certified experts in the languages they translate, and they are
very experienced in providing all of the elements that are needed (such as signature, seal, and
stamp references) in order for your translation to be accepted. They are also very experienced
in providing all of the elements required by employers, schools, and universities. If you need a
reliable language translation service capable of understanding and responding quickly to your
needs then IN & OUT TCC would be delighted to hear from you.

  

Our translators will translate your documents and provide a declaration stating that the target
language text is an accurate and complete translation of the source language text. The certified
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translator will also include his official seal or stamp. The official document translation service is
accurate not only in terms of language but also layout. Your documents will be meticulously
formatted to reflect the source document.

  

We have access to legal experts in many different specialty areas of law, such as:

    
    -  Administrative Law  
    -  Banking Law  
    -  Bankruptcy Law  
    -  Case Law  
    -  Civil Law  
    -  Commercial Law  
    -  Communication law  
    -  Company Law  
    -  Competition Law  
    -  Constitutional Law  
    -  Construction Law  
    -  Contract Law  
    -  Copyrights Law  
    -  Corporations Law  
    -  Criminal Law  
    -  Entertainment Law  
    -  Environmental Law  
    -  Family Law  
    -  Industrial law  
    -  Insurance Law  
    -  Intellectual Property  
    -  Other law  

  IN & OUT TCC has sworn translators; we are able to certify documents as true and
authoritative translations for use. With experienced, certified and well qualified world class
translators equipped with modern technological translation aidsIN & OUT TCC will bring to you
a quick, guaranteed and cost effective translation of your documents into most all of today's
languages.   
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